
 

 

 

Well winter has really arrived.  If I 

thought fishing was tough before, cast-

ing between ice flows  with  frosty toes 

is really hard core.  The fish should be 

in the deep slow runs, but on the  North 

Mills only the fast runs were open.  We 

hooked two fish in the run above, but no 30 fish day as Chas Glatzer experi-

enced two weeks prior in the same local.   Sometime you fish when you can but 

the day after a record cold night might need to be reconsidered .   

 I tied some new flies the night before.  As my heavy dropper,  I used a size 12  

nymph called The Frenchie. This is a heavily weighted bead head  nymph with 

some lead wraps used by the Europeans and recommended by George Daniels  

in his Dynamic Nymphing Video.  For my first fly I used a size 18 Disco Nymph 

which  was recommended by George Franklin  as  a good winter midge pattern  
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in his article String Theory.  The article was published in the February-March 

2015 issue of Fly Fisherman magazine.    

I found the Sting Theory article a good read.  George parallels the  multiple 

dimensions in physics’ string theory with multiple dimensions as related to 

nymph fishing.  Pools, riffles, flats, seams , water velocity, and depth ; working 

different  parts of the water column, different times of the day, different sea-

sons of the year; fly selection, using weighted  flies, split shot, casting and 

mending techniques, using indicators or sighters; all which are dimensions of 

George’s fly fishing Sting Theory.  As he progressed in his experience, lean-

ing form his many teachers, he added new dimensions to his fishing 

knowledge increasing his fishing success. 

 

Speaking of indicators, I’m always  finding  new or varieties of solutions.  Indicators  are  another multi-

dimensional  subject.  Everything  from large Thingamabobber 

to small balloons, different methods for attaching  and floating yarn plus using 

Indicator flies. Here again the size and type of indicator is related in part to the 

water conditions, stream structure and the size and weight of the fly.   

 

I’m always getting tips from my fishing buddies and I have pieced together 

what I think is the simplest yarn indicator.  Chuck Dauphine passed on a tip 

that in the Dr. Sholes section in a drug store you can find white lambs wool for 

an inexpensive source of indicator yarn.  This can be pre-treated with Albolene 

Makeup Remover Cream which is a great floatant and will be a lifetime supply.  

This can also be found in your local drug store and has the same ingredients 

as many fly floatants.  It is essentially petroleum, mineral oil and paraffin.  

Chas Glatzer says that this ingredient really floats well and stays on.   

 

 

Now many folks attach yarn with O-rings, however I find that a simple twist of the yarn  forming a loop 

and two twists to the leader before the 1/2 hitch make a firm attachment to your leader that is easily 

removed (see Indicator Solution ).  
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Dear NLC members, 

    

 Franklin Tate and I just wanted to let you know that the application process for TU Teen 

 Summit attendees is now open. 
    

 http://www.tu.org/teensummit 
 

    

 2015 TU TEEN SUMMIT: 

 TU's Teen Summit is for TU Teens who want to meet other TU teens from across the 

 country, talk about how TU can better engage teen members,  learn how to become a TU lead-

er in their local communities, work on a service project and fish! 

They will spend five days with a group of new friends that love fishing, the outdoors and TU as 

much as they do. 

    

 2015 SUMMIT LOCATION: 

 Western Carolina 

 University -- Cullowhee, NC 

 

 2015 SUMMIT DATES: 

 June 28-July 2, 2015 

    

 WHO SHOULD APPLY: 

 Dedicated anglers and conservationists who have shown involvement with TU and have 

 just completed 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, or 12th grade. All summiteers must be TU members before 

attending the TU Teen Summit; teens can sign up for a TU Teen membership for $14. Not all 

teens who apply are accepted to he Summit. The 2015 fee for teens is $200 for 5 days.. 

    

    

 Please let me know if you have any questions. 

    

 Best, 

 

 Rochelle 

   

 Rochelle Gandour-Rood   

 Headwaters Program Coordinator 

 

President’s Message 
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This is an excellent opportunity to educate the public on the activities of TU.  This can be 

similar to the Forest Festival and Hunting Fishing day events we participate in each year.  

We need 4 or 5 volunteers to demonstrate fly tying, casting, and  occupy a TU information 

booth .  Please RSVP chris.ellis.pctu@gmail.com if you can participate.    

The following is from an e-mail describing the event:  

=========================================================================== 

On March 21 we are hosting a Nature Play Day. This event focuses on engaging families in outdoor 

activities. Particularly, unstructured play and discovery in nature. My goal is to share the wonders of 

nature with families in WNC. I want families to know all the options that are out there.  

  

Our intent is to introduce local families to the resources both at the Arboretum and throughout our 

region that foster these experiences. Our event will include Arboretum-led activities including: 

 Log balance beam and stump hop; 

 Fairy House building; 

 Mud pie making; 

 Fort building; 

 Story telling; 

 Pond exploration; 

 Photo scavenger hunt; 

 Crafts; 

 Animal Demonstrations. 

We're working with additional organizations on this event as well. These organizations have con-

firmed: 

 The WNC Nature Center (wildlife discovery station); 

 Kids in Parks (TRACK Trail activity at our trail kiosk); 

President’s Message 
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 Green River Preserve (activity to be determined); 

 Big Brothers Big Sisters of WNC (we're offering day passes to allow mentors to bring 

their little brother or sister). 

We are encouraging families to bring a picnic lunch or there will be options at The Savory Thyme 

Cafe. Rocky Cove Railroad will also be highlighted on this day. (In case you haven't heard Thomas 

the Tank Engine visits our G-scale train set from 12-4 on Saturdays!) We're also seeking high school 

groups to put on live music or theater performances. 

All activities will occur on a rolling basis; meaning they will be available throughout the event and 

can be as long or short as a child wants with no start or end time. 

My hope that this will be an annual event. All activities will be free but regular parking fees will be in 

effect. 

 

Call if you have any questions!  

 

Cat 

 

Catrina "Cat" Dillard 

Environmental Educator 

The North Carolina Arboretum 

100 Frederick Law Olmsted Way 

Asheville, NC  28806 

Phone: 828.665.2492 ext. 243 

Fax: 828.665.2371 

President’s Message 
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 Pisgah Chapter Logo Shirts for Sale 

A catalog and the new procedure for ordering shirts is in place at our monthly meet-

ings.   Orders will require a $10 deposit, and when 8-10 orders are received the re-

maining money due will be collected and the order will be placed. There is a set up 

fee of $8. Individuals wanting immediate orders can opt to pay $7 of that fee on top of 

the price of the merchandise.   

Capital Campaign 

Letters have been sent to all current Pisgah Chapter members to raise the 22% of our  

annual operating costs.  78% of our annual budget we collect from other activities 

such as the fly fishing school, banquet, raffles, etc.  Currently 14% of our membership 

contributed last year, and we hope everyone can contribute something to support our 

Chapters work for 2015.   

Fly Fishing School 

We are still recruiting volunteers for the school and the 1/2 day on the water.  The Pis-

gah Chapter Fly Fishing School is scheduled for Saturday April 18, 2015.  Fliers will 

be available at the March meeting to help with student recruitment.  You can also      

direct perspective students to visit our website where a registration form can be print-

ed.  

We have an excellent school that includes individual casting instruction, equipment, 

stream tactics, line system & knots, intro to fly tying, what trout eat, types of flies, 60 

page CD Introduction to Fly Fishing Guide, and 1/2 day on the water with a mentor.   

Davidson River Project 

We are anticipating an article for the great work on the stairs at Sycamore Flats in 

February.  Tim Schebmehl will be meeting with the USFS to plan for the remainder of 

the year, including our Kids Fishing Day for Trout In the Classroom students.  

Snags and Snarls Editor 

We hope to introduce a new Snags and Snarls editor soon.  John Rountree, a retired 

professional editor, has agreed to be our new editor when he returns from his travels.   

John is also a photographer and will provide some real quality in covering our Chapter 

events.   

March should be a great fishing month with warmer weather.  Hope to see you on the 

water.                           

Keep’em  Tight….   Chris 

President’s Message 
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As most of our members already know, Trout Unlimited is about more than 

just fishing.  Besides the various conservation projects / programs, education-

al initiatives are a cornerstone of our chapter’s mission.  One such initiative is 

the annual awarding of the Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited / William L. Ar-

buckle Memorial Scholarship.   

 This donation and annual awarding of the scholarship is handled completely 

under the direction of the Community Foundation of Henderson County 

(CFHC) in connection with an endowment fund that was established for this 

purpose. 

 This memorial fund was established in 2006 and honors the memory of Wil-

liam “Bill” L. Arbuckle, an avid fisherman, supporter and former director of 

The Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited.  Mr. Arbuckle contributed much of 

his time, talent and resources to the success of the chapter. 

The $1000 award is granted to a recipient who is accepted to an accredited de-

gree granting college or university located in a state within the Southern Ap-

palachian Region.  Candidates must be pursuing an undergraduate and / or 

graduate degree in the field of fisheries / freshwater biology / aquaculture / 

wildlife management / or other related fields; with special consideration given 

to those focused on fresh water fisheries and / or native trout populations. 

If you know of a viable candidate, please direct them to the PCTU website 

www.pisgahchaptertu.org  for the necessary application information.   

Please note:  Application Deadline:  April 1, 2015  

Arbuckle Award / Scholarship:   
Upcoming Deadline 
 
Contributed by Kiki Mathews 
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                Program for March  - Nick Roberts 

 

                       Contributed by  Lou Barlow 

Nick Roberts lives in Asheville and is a fly-fishing guide for Davidson River Outfitters. He grew 

up in Durham, North Carolina, and got started fly-fishing when he was a freshman at Duke Uni-

versity, where he majored in English. His quest for trout has since taken him to the Rocky Moun-

tain West and to the Patagonia region of Argentina and Chile. During his three years spent in grad-

uate school earning his Master of Fine Arts in fiction writing at the University of North Carolina at 

Wilmington, he also developed a passion for saltwater fly-fishing, mainly targeting red drum in the 

marshes and inlets, as well as any fish he could find busting bait past the breakers, such as false 

albacore and Spanish mackerel. He has traveled to Louisiana several times to fly-fish for bull red-

fish, and has also stalked bonefish on the flats of Belize.  

At home in Asheville, Nick enjoys all the fly-fishing opportunities available for trout, ranging 

from stalking native brook trout in the pristine creeks of Pisgah National Forest to casting small 

dry flies from his drift boat on the tailwaters of east Tennessee. He also enjoys guiding on the Da-

vidson, not only because of the trophy brown and rainbow trout which inhabit its waters, but be-

cause of the great variety of fly-fishing opportunities the river has to offer.  
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Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited  

2014 Strategic Planning Session 

October 25th and December 9th, 2014 

Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited  
2014 Strategic Planning Session 

October 25th and December 9th, 2014 

A  strategic planning session was held early in fiscal year 2014-2015 for the purpose of ensuring that the Pisgah 

Chapter is faithfully working towards goals and objectives in support of its stated mission and vision. The last Strate-

gic Plan was developed in 2011 and these efforts should be done about every three years or so to ensure our organi-

zation is staying the course. 

The initial meeting was held at the Fellowship Hall of the First Congregational Church in Hendersonville, where that evening the 
chapter held an annual banquet and auction. This meeting lasted about 6 hours. 
Participating were the following dedicated group of chapter leaders past and present: 

Lou Barlow, Director (2014- ) 
Dave Bender, Director (2013- ) 
Linda Byington, Director (2012- ) Past Director, VP and President (2007-2009) 
Frank Cocciolillo, Director (2013- ) 
Jim Czarneski, Director (2013- ) 
Bob Daubert, Director (1998-1999, 2000-2002) 
Carole Deddy, Director (2014- ) 
Lou Dondero, Director (2013- ) 
Chris Ellis, President (2013-), and Past Director, VP and Secretary (2003-2012) 
Jack Hastings, Vice President (2014-) and Past President (1985) 
Don Huneycutt, Director (2014- ) 
Tom Kellner, Director (2014- ) 
Kiki Matthews, Past VP and President (2009-2011) 
Clive Morris, Past Secretary (2012-2014) 
Dick Schaad, Director (2013- ) 
Tim Schubmehl, Past Director (2012-2014) 
Skip Sheldon, Treasurer (2011 -) and Past Director, VP  and President (2000 – 2002) 
Mark Byington, President (2011-2013) facilitated the planning session. 
 

The full text of the written plan can be found by clicking on this link. 

 
The group began by reviewing the PCTU Mission and Vision Statements, and agreed that the PCTU Vision might need to be 
more encompassing of all coldwater conservation, and that it should read more like a vision rather than goal. The following 
revised statement was agreed upon: 
 

 A Western North Carolina where healthy watersheds support 

thriving populations of coldwater species. 
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PCTU— 

Strategic Plan 

Continued... 

T he group then spent time discussing our organiza-

tional mandate, and reviewing the past 9 years of chapter 

operations and programs. In doing so several common 

themes were pointed out as being areas of recurring 

importance, such as efforts to increase membership and 

member engagement, improve board stability, improve 

communications, and continue our focus on education. 

Some ideas that came out of discussing these themes 

included the need for a chapter survey, a completion of a 

chapter manual, and better public relations efforts. 

The group then reviewed the previous (2011) strategic plan-
ning session’s key topics and evaluated how they think the 
chapter has performed for each topic. High marks were given 
with regard to our finances and newsletter, and poor marks 
were again given to our public relations efforts and external 
communications. 
 
Next there was an overview of the past 5 years of budgets, an 
exercise to identify the chapter highs and lows over the past 
five years, and a discussion about what is in store for the next 
five years. The group then performed an analysis of Chapter 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and constraints (known 
as a S.W.O.T. analysis).  
 

Strengths that were agreed upon include the experience of 
members, the Snags & Snarls Newsletter, the Chapter History, 
and our financial strength. Weaknesses were seen to be public 
relation, participation in chapter programs, and getting mem-
bership to commit to chapter involvement. 
 
The group saw external opportunities to include regional loca-
tion, and potential interactions with regional service groups, 
partner conservation organizations, conservation minded cor-
porations, and regional events and festivals. External threats 
included increasing impacts on natural resources and changing 
demographics. 
 
Towards the end of the session we set out to establish goals to 
strengthen the chapter by improving our weaknesses and en-
hancing our strengths. The meeting then adjourned in order to 
begin setting up for the party! 
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PCTU— 

Strategic Plan 

Continued... 

W e re-convened on December 9
th
 in Hendersonville to wrap up the Strategic Planning effort. The ma-

jor focus was on refining the previously established goals and developing an action plan, without which our 

efforts would be soon forgotten.  

The following are the goals, objectives and some of the 

tasks that were established. The Action Plan went further in 

identifying who was to be responsible for a given task, when 

it was to be accomplished, and how we would measure suc-

cess. 

Goal #1 – Cultivate institutional knowledge by 

taking advantage of existing experience. 

Objective A . Learn about member needs.  

Task # 1—Create and implement member survey. 

Objective B.   Develop synergies. 

Task # 1— Address chapter members with 15 minute background 

and overview of projects and programs. (including brief highlights 

of Board meeting decisions) 

Task # 2— Make an edited-for-public Board of Director minutes available to membership after Board approval. Post 

on website. 

Task #3— Utilize E-mail blasts with Sign-ups for Chapter projects.  

Objective C. Cultivate willingness to take responsibilities. 

Task # 1—Prepare board member packet. Each person should receive upon coming onto the Board, an orientation 

booklet containing the following: A Board schedule for the coming year to include; dates and times of Board mtgs and 

Chapter mtgs, and other important set dates such as annual meeting, fiscal year and year-end reports, etc. Contact list 

of Board members and their specific roles/assignments. A listing of all other committees and project leaders not on the 

Board (Newsletter Editor, Communication Chair, PR Chair, Stocking leader, etc.), Chapter Manual. 

Task # 2—Complete chapter manual of responsibilities and procedures. This manual will be available to all members 

and should include: Chapter By-laws, Chapter History, Latest Strategic Plan, Board and Project Procedures and Pro-

cesses, List of ongoing projects and programs, Important set dates - such as; Fiscal year, Annual meeting, normal 

Board and Chapter meeting dates and times. 

Goal #2 – Continue to publish the Snags ‘N Snarls at the current level of quality 

and increase its distribution. 
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PCTU— 

Strategic Plan 

Continued... 

  

Objective #A—Keep the newsletter current and engaging. 

Objective #B—Highlight chapter history. (no written history 

of last 20+ years!) 

Objective #C—Cultivate willingness to take responsibilities. 

Objective #D—Find ways to increase distribution. 

Goal #3 – Improve upon and expand our public relations efforts. 

Objective #A – Let the world know who we are and what we do.  

Goal #4 –Make PCTU a recognizable player in regional conservation efforts 

Objective #A - Improve and maximize synergies with existing and potential conservation partners as a means of 

advancing our mission. 

Goal #5 –Leverage our chapters assets in ways to mitigate impacts on natural re-

sources in our area 

Objective #A - Plan and implement hands on conservation projects 

 

 

 

 

It was generally believed by the group that the effort was a worthwhile and productive effort. Stra-

tegic Plans should never be considered static documents, and Action Plans should be considered 

dynamic as they are placed into action. The Strategic Plan will need to be a routine part of Board 

leadership until the next Strategic Planning session. Objectives and tasks should be revisited and 

responsibilities reassigned as necessary to ensure that the stated goals are achieved. It may also be 

necessary to revise or even abandoned goals if deemed necessary or appropriate. However, the ded-

ication and effort of this Strategic Planning session should be duly respected, and the participants 

acknowledged for their superb effort. Finally and as always, it will be up to the combined efforts of 

all PCTU volunteers to see that the work of this chapter  is carried out towards our coldwater con-

servation mission. 
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PCTU 2014 

Annual banquet  

AND AUCTION 

 

And a good time was had 

by all! 

Bob Daubert received 

Distinguished Service 

Award 

Linda Byington received 

Distinguished Service 

Tim Schubmehl received 

Recognition for Director Service 
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 Contributed by Lou Barlow  

  

The goal of this article is to describe several casts that are used to place a fly into a trout’s vision without 

“spooking” fish.  My intention is not to describe the basics of the typical “Pick up and lay down” or “Roll 

Cast”.  However, I will be describing modifications of these basic casts to more effectively present a fly.  

First let’s set the stage by describing the positions that most often occur between the fisherman and the 

fish.  The five most discussed positions are straight up stream, across and up stream, straight across 

stream, across and down stream, and straight down stream.   As attempts are made to effectively pre-

sent a fly to a nervous fish each position presents its own set of challenges. 

 

 

 

 

Straight Up 

Stream 

The challenge of 

presenting a fly to a 

fish straight up 

stream is casting 

without lining or al-

lowing the fly line 

or leader to fall on 

the water over the 

fish.  This is cer-

tainly the “Kiss of 

Death” in most situ-

ations.  To prevent 

throwing line over 

the fish there 

should be an angle 

created between an imaginary straight line drawn from the angler to the fish and the fly line as it falls to 

the water.  Usually this is accomplished by lowering the rod tip to a sidearm position   
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for the cast.  The aerial or roll cast may be used to make the presentation as long as there is an angle 

between the invisible line straight up stream and the fly line on the water.  This is not too difficult for 

most anglers if the dominant hand is used but the real challenge occurs when the angler must present 

the fly by casting over the opposite shoulder.   

Practicing the aerial (pick up and lay down) and roll cast over the opposite shoulder will really pay divi-

dends in these situations.  Casting a fly line across the body and under tree limbs is certainly tricky but 

can be done accurately using small modifications of the basic casts.  The plane that the fly rod travels 

will certainly be lower and stopping the rod will change based on obstructions but with a little practice 

hookups will increase.  At the end of either cast it is helpful to push the tip of the rod to the side or 

“reach” the rod.  This will help create the angle that we are anticipating.  Of course, the “curve cast” or 

throwing a curve in the fly line may be used to achieve the same end result.   

The simplest technique to throw a curve is to use a side arm stroke and either overpower or under 

power the stroke to achieve the curve in the desired direction.  Specifically a right hand caster can use 

a sidestroke then overpower the cast.  The line will curve to the left.  To throw a curve to the right the 

right hand caster should under power the stroke.  Stopping the rod a bit sooner and pulling the rod 

back will affect the size of the curve.   

 

Up and Across, Straight Across, Down and Across 

These three positions are grouped together because the casting techniques used are similar.  Note 

that each of the three positions certainly offers specific challenges to fly presentation depending on 

wind, vegetation, and water currents.  The major obstacle here is not spooking the fish as much as 

making a presentation that gets a good float into the trout’s “red zone” to get a take.  To help with mak-

ing accurate casts and good fly presentation the “Reach Cast” can be utilized.  This cast can be made 

by pushing the rod tip upstream or downstream at the end of a normal cast prior to the line coming to 

rest on the water.  The direction to push the tip of the rod depends on the wind and currents.  Of course 

good line control and mending techniques will help tremendously with this type of presentation.  Again, 

the objective is to create an angle that will allow the current to pull the fly line without moving the fly.  

 In the most difficult situations with multiple currents a slack line or “S” cast can be used.  This cast is 

completed by moving the rod tip to the right and left at the end of the cast before the line lands on the 

water.  When the line does land it looks like the letter “S” and there is enough slack in the line for the 

currents to pull before there is an effect on the fly.  The end result is the fly floats “drag free” for just a 

little longer and in many cases that is all that is needed.  To be accurate this cast will take a bit more 

practice but well worth the effort.  Combine this with just a little longer tippet and “BANG”! 
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Straight Down Stream 

Much has been written concerning and debating this position and approach to catching fish.  We say all 

the time to fish upstream to avoid spooking fish!  We also read that the way to catch a real trophy is to 

present the fly down stream so the fish sees the fly first.  The truth be told both approaches have their 

challenges and advantages.  

 On a good day when the “mojo” is working well and I step softly, catching a bragging size fish is highly 

possible while fishing downstream.  However, presenting the fly upstream of the fish is necessary.  This 

can be accomplished most often using a “Parachute” cast.  Once the line straightens out over the target 

simply pull back on the rod.  This will ideally cause the fly to land upstream of the fish and have enough 

slack in the line for the fly to glide nicely through the feeding lane.  

 

 It would be more effective not to false cast over the fish or false cast to the side of the target adjusting 

the final cast.  This will prevent water from being slung off of the line and dropping on top of the fish be-

low.  Just let that fly float with the current down to the fish!  If the fly floats through the trout’s window 

without a take just let it float to the side before the next cast.  Don’t forget sometimes trout look for flies 

moving upstream and this fly movement may trigger a strike. 

 

Fly Fishing offers many challenges to the angler in the form of wind, water currents, vegetation, and fish 

position.  While on the stream guiding and talking to guides, we often discuss the need for those that 

fish with us to be able to cast over the opposite shoulder or use the “Reach Cast”.  Using modifications 

of traditional casts will result in a higher hook up rate and turn a mediocre day on the stream into a great 

day.  
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 Contributed by Tim Schebmehl 

 Davison River Project Leader 

 

  

 

On Tuesday August 5th, John Rich and I participated in an NC Wildlife stream sampling on the up-

per reaches of Cove Creek. 

We were invited by Lorie Stroup, Pisgah Forest USFS Fisheries Biologist working in conjunction 

with (8) NC Wildlife Fisheries Biologists and technicians. 

The stream sampling was part of a larger program called “D9 LTM”. D9 being District 9 which 

consists of: Henderson, Transylvania, Jackson, Macon, Clay, Cherokee, Graham, Swain, Hay-

wood, Madison and Buncombe counties. “LTM” for Long Term Monitoring. 

The program was started in 2012 and is a multi-year project focused on better understanding the 

habits, densities and health of the native wild brook trout population in the waters of Western 

North Carolina. 

This sampling was performed in a section of stream approximately a mile above the upper Cove 

Creek Campground. This section was selected since it was located between two waterfalls which 

are natural barriers to control the 

movements of trout.  

Upon arriving at the site, two nets 

were stretched across the stream 

200 meters apart which estab-

lished the sampling boundaries. 

Lower net helps catch any escap-

ees, the upper net prevents fish 

from moving upstream out of the 

sample area. In addition, the sec-

tion of stream is measured for av-

erage width in order to determine 

the total area sampled in square 

meters. 
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Two teams of two biologists each are equipped 

with battery powered electrical shocking wands 

developing approximately 800 volts. At this level 

of voltage all participants that are in the water 

must be equipped with waders and rubber 

gloves. An audio signal indicates when the 

wands are separated by the proper distance for 

most effective discharge. The survey is non-

lethal due to the electrical current being low 

amps and high voltage. 

 

Once all is ready the teams slowly move upstream waving the wands while two to three people 

follow behind with dip nets. When trout re-

ceive the electrical current they respond 

very quickly so netting must occur fast. 

Sounds easy but in rapidly flowing water 

with a mix of shade and sun they can go by 

rather quickly. I don’t believe John or I saw 

any victims, definitely for younger eyes! 

 

 

When the teams reach the up-

per net two additional biolo-

gists collect the captured fish 

and place them above the net in 

a holding container that allows 

water to flow through at all 

times ensuring that the trout 

will survive.  
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Trout were weighed and measured then placed back into the container. Some can be very active 

and difficult to handle, a few drops of cloves oil is put in the water, in a short period of time they 

became quite docile. 

Three “depletion” 

passes are made, the 

idea being to make 

sure that as many trout 

are caught as possible 

in the selected section. 

Each pass should col-

lect a fewer number of 

fish to ensure that reli-

able data on density 

has been obtained. 

Our stream sampling 

this day collected ap-

proximately (65) 

Southern Strain Brook 

Trout and (1) rainbow. 

Brookies were 3” to 

4” long, rainbow was 7”.  It was unclear how the rainbow happened to be in this section of 

stream. 

After all the fish had been documented they were redistributed in various locations within the 

200 meter stretch. 

Data collected this day will be added to that collected from many other streams in the area. The 

end result should provide NC Biologists with a much better understanding of our native Brook 

Trout population and how to maintain it for the future. 

John and I both felt it was a very informative and interesting day. Considering the number of 

streams being sampled, the terrain and the amount of equipment required to pack in, it certainly 

must be a job that the biologists love to do. 

We are looking forward to future opportunities to participate in more stream samplings and ulti-

mately the final report in a few years. 
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 Contributed by Jim Czarnezki  

 

Big Hungry Dams Are Being Removed 

 

By Jim Czarnezki 

 

A hundred years ago two dams were built on the 

Big Hungry River to produce electricity in western 

North Carolina. To improve the Big Hungry River, 

these century-old dams are being taken out.  The 

Upper Dam is located about 200 yards upstream 

from the bridge where Big Hungry Road crosses 

the river.  The Lower Dam is about a half mile 

downstream from this bridge.  Both dams are lo-

cated on Green River Gamelands, which are 

owned by the NC Wildlife Resources Commission 

(NCWRC).  

 

Scott Loftis, Aquatic Habitat Coordinator with NCWRC, stated that “The dams serve no viable purpose 

and have long outlasted their intended use. From a wildlife resources and watershed function vantage 

point, the Commission has decided to remove the dams, instead of repairing the failing structures to a 

minimum standard required by the states Dam Safety Division.  Additionally, we anticipate improved 

aquatic organism passage, particularly at the Lower Dam, following project completion.  Finally, removal 

of the dams would benefit watershed functions such as sediment transport, water quality and other hy-

drological processes impacted by the dams”. 

 

 

Permits for the removal process will be submitted separately for the two dams.  Permits have been is-

sued, bids awarded and construction began in early February on the removal of the Lower Dam. The 

Lower Dam was a combination of concrete and wood construction.  Much of the wood has deteriorated.  

As a result the Lower Dam does not have much sediment trapped in its flood pool and should be easier 

to remove. It is anticipated that work at the Lower Dam will be complete by the end of April.  

 

 

 

Big Hungry Dam Removal 

Demolition at the Lower Dam started 

in early February 
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The Upper Dam is made entirely of concrete.  The entire flood pool (about 30’ deep) of 

the Upper Dam is full of sediment.  The main concern is that this sediment will be re-

leased during the dam removal and end up in Lake Adger.  To address that concern, 

NCWRC plans to remove and/or capture the sediment during removal.  The large amount 

of sediment will make the removal of the Upper Dam more complicated and time consum-

ing.  Mark Hamlett, NC Wildlife Resources Project Engineer, stated that there is an esti-

mated 40,000 cubic yards of sediment trapped behind the Upper Dam.  Geotechnical 

testing, planning, and design are still in progress for the Upper Dam.  NCWRC is looking 

for a suitable site, in close proximity to the Upper Dam, to dispose of the sediment.  Once 

a site is located, the permitting process will begin.  Once the permits are acquired, a bid 

will be let and construction can begin.  Mark Hamlett said he hopes construction can start 

sometime this summer on the Upper Dam. 

 

 

 

Big Hungry Dam Removal (continued) 

Upper Dam on Big Hungry River 
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     Contributed by John Kies  

John Kies Report on February NC State Council Meeting 

 

 

State Council meeting was Saturday in Winston-Salem.  Long drive, but a very good meet-

ing.  Included Jake Rash and a couple of his bosses.  Some immediate items you may find of 

interest include: 

 

- SE Regional Meeting is coming up in April so let me know if you have a particular topic you 

would want to see, especially if you have a speaker in mind. 

- Damon Hearn has articles in the NCTU newsletter with content and source links that can be 

copied directly into the Pisgah newsletter. 

- Next state council meeting will be May 2nd in Bryson City 

- I provided our state TIC guy with a copy of the Hendersonville newspaper article on TIC. 

 There was a lot of discussion on the stream access issue and I think our main bump in 

that road is the Green River.  One idea was to do a stream clean-up before and after the 

DH season and send special thank you letters to property owners along the stream.  Yes, 

some on the Green don't allow anglers, but the letter can be written so as to also include 

them.  For those who still do not allow access - and you will need to think about this one! - 

Offer to provide them with signs indicating to anglers in the stream that this land owner 

does not allow anglers on their property. 

  

- Jake Rash said he would love to do another chapter talk. 

- Annual cooperators meeting is March 26th in Asheville. 

- Nov 1st thru 4th is the Southeast Regional Fisheries Managers meeting in Asheville this 

year.  Comparable to our TU Regional Rally but for professionals and its open to the public. 

- The state brook trout license plates will deliver $30 per plate to the wildlife folks for brook 

trout habitat and access.  This is written into the law allowing the plates.  TU state council, 

today, gets $8 per TU plate.  
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TIC Program Team  

Chris Ellis, President, Ed Shearin, TIC Coordinator, 2014/15 and David Pierce, Past  
Coordinator serve as the TIC program Team.   
 
Participation  
Thanks Chris Ellis for delivering creek water and fry to Rosman Middle when Ed Shearin was  
not in the area. Thanks to Andy Bullwinkel, Science Teacher and TIC recipient and Dustin  
Hendricks, student at Davidson River School for their presentation during the February meeting.  
 
Narrative  
Reports from TIC schools, 2014/15:  
 

Apple Valley, Adam Maybin   
“Yes I would love to participate next year. I really hate that it would not work this 

year.”  

Rosman Middle, Kristy Ontko  

“After you and Chris brought creek water there has been a noticeable improvement in pro-
ject.  The set of fry brought the week of February 16th are still doing well, we have only lost 
2 since then so I would guess we have roughly 35 fry. Thanks again for your continued 
support with this project.”   

Davidson River, Any Bullwinkel  

“Overall things are going well.  Unfortunately we have been loosing about 5-10 trout 
per day and do not know why.”   

 

Hendersonville Middle, Tom Bushe  

Unfortunately, I have not had the same luck this year as I have had in years past. I 
hope to have better success next year with the trout than this year.  

Edneyville Elementary, Lorraine Thomas  

“We had a rough time over the snow weeks.  We lost most of our fish, about 25 are 
left, although I can't figure why.  Water chemistry was great, then a large number of 
fish died on us over last weekend--so of course nitrates went through the roof.  I've 
cleaned and changed the filter, switched out water, etc.  As of Friday we have stabi-
lized and everything looks great again,  I'm not sure that we didn't have a power fail-
ure over the 'snow break'. The fish I have left are healthy and happy!”  
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          Contributed by Ed Shearin  



 

Polk Middle, Stephanie Luedi  

“My students and I are doing well after all of the snow days but I can't say as well for 
the trout. I have lost a few since the last time you saw me. I am still not sure what has 
happened. I think that my  

chemistry is still off. I have 12 trout remaining. They appear to be doing well.”  

 

Note: 

All six 2014/15 schools have expressed interest  
in participating in TIC, 2015/16.  

  

Schools that have expressed interest in TIC for 2015/16:  
 

Bruce Drysdale School:  

Rene Gastelo, 3
rd

 Grade – Dual Language  
Annie Hobson, 4

th
 Grade  

 
Mountain Community School  

Wesley Arnold, 4
th
 Grade  

Derik Dennis, Middle School Science (Derik was 
a TIC participant when he was at Rugby Middle  

 Activities  

 

 Ed Shearin visited the TIC schools below to take pictures of their aquarium setup and students 
tending to trout.   

February 03- 05, Davidson River and Rosman Middle Feb-
ruary 09 12, Henderson and Polk County Schools  

 

 Chris Ellis delivered creek water and fry to Rosman Middle.   
 
 Ed Shearin visited schools for pictures and will upload them to the TIC cloud folder  
Andy Bullwinkel, Teacher, and Dustin Hendricks, Student, at Davidson River presented at the  
February Pisgah Chapter TU meeting on Care of Trout in the classroom.  The chapter gave  
both a Chapter TU hat and gave Dustin a student membership in TU.  
 
Issues  
• Due to the cold weather and school not being in session Trout died at all six schools.  As a result, 

Apple Valley and Henderson Middle have deactivated their aquarium for this year.   
• With a possibility of four new teachers next year and the six from this year, we will probably need 

to purchase new aquariums and related equipment.   
  

Respectfully Submitted, Ed Shearin 03/03/15  
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                      (continued)



Stocking Report 

 

It’s Delayed Harvest Stocking Time 

 

Contributed by Jim Czarnezki  

 

Delayed Harvest stocking time is 

here.  Streams managed under De-

layed Harvest regulations receive 

stockings in October, November and 

again in March, April and May.  They 

are managed as Catch and Release 

streams from October 1 thru the first 

Saturday in June.  On the first Satur-

day in June the regulations change to 

the same as Hatchery Supported 

streams.  The delayed harvest man-

agement strategy provides a lot of 

recreation for us fishers and a lot 

more bang for their buck for NC Wild-

life Resources Commission 

(NCWRC).  It has been found the average Delayed Harvest trout is caught five times, where as the aver-

age Hatchery Supported trout is caught once, before it makes its way to the frying pan. 

 

Helping with Delayed Harvest stocking is a great 

way to meet some of your fellow TU Chapter mem-

bers and potential fishing buddies.  You will also 

know where the trout are stocked, so when you re-

turn to fish the stream, you will have some inside 

information on where to fish. 

 

The Pisgah Chapter of TU officially helps with De-

layed Stocking on two streams; the Green River 

and Little River.  Two other local streams are man-

aged under Delayed Harvest regulations; North 

Fork of Mills River and East Fork of the French  
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Broad River.  The Land of Sky Chapter of TU helps with the North Mills stockings and the French Broad Fly 

Fishers help with the East Fork stocking.  Helping on these other streams is a great way to make contacts 

within other organizations.  

 

Listed below are the dates for the upcoming Delayed Harvest stocking of four local streams.  Stocking 

dates are also available on NCWRC web site:  http://www.ncwildlife.org/Portals/0/Fishing/documents/

TROUT_MAP.PDF 

It’s Delayed Harvest Stocking Time 

                 (continued) 

Broad River.  The Land of Sky Chapter of TU helps with the North Mills 

stockings and the 

French Broad Fly 

Fishers help with 

the East Fork stock-

ing.  Help- ing on 

these other streams is a 

great way to make 

contacts within oth-

er organi- zations.  

 

Listed be- low are the 

dates for the upcom-

ing De- layed Har-

vest stock- ing of four 

local streams.  

Stocking dates are 

also avail- able on 

NCWRC web 

site:  http://

www.ncwildlife.org/Portals/0/Fishing/documents/TROUT_MAP.PDF 
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 Stocking Report 

 

Little River  

 

Contributed by Jack Soyak  

Little River Stocking 
March 2, 2015 

 
The first stocking of the year for the Little River in the DuPont State Recreational Forest took place on an 
overcast day with temperatures in the mid 40Fs.  The previous two weeks of snow and ice had left 4 to 6 
inches of ice covered snow and mud covering the floor of the forest. The trail from Triple to High Falls 
was closed and therefore the stocking points had to be changed since this stretch of the Little River 
could not be safely accessed by the stocking team.  After a short discussion, the distribution of trout was 
made by doubling their amount at a number of the stocking points routinely accessed by the public. 
 
 

 
The March stockings of the Little River are also difficult due to the limited number of TU volunteers who 
show up for the stocking due to environmental conditions.  We had four TU volunteers and to make it an 
enjoyable event it takes 6 individuals.  Thankfully, the Forest Service provided the necessary 2 addition-
al individuals.  The Following individuals were present:  Eric Folk, Robert Pace and Chad Battle Rangers 
from the DuPont State Recreational Forest; TU Chapter Members Bruce Beaudin, Ken Voltz, Ross Fox 
and Jack Soyak; and Greg Ditzler Jr. from the Setzer Fish Hatchery.  Everybody worked as a team and 
the stocking was accomplished with no personnel injuries and within 3 hours.  I will say that the Polaris 
All-Terrain-Vehicle ended up with a heavy layer of mud and it accomplished the stocking with no dam-
age. 
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 Little River  (continued) 
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The Hatchery delivered approximately 785 trout with an average weight of 0.40 pounds each.  Brooks 
made up 40% of the total, 20% were Browns and 40% were Rainbows. Once released into the river, they 
took off at a rapid speed apparently liking the idea of being free!  The river water temperature may have al-
so been to their liking at 42F. 



 

 
I would like to that this opportunity to thank all of our dedicated volunteers who turned out to stock the 
Little River and to the Forest Service for their assistance.  New TU volunteers are always welcome 
since we have had a great turn over in personnel.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

If you want to volunteer, please contact Jack Soyak at 692-5007 or jsoyak@morrisbb.net 
and provide your name, telephone number and E-mail address.  We would also like to thank the 
DuPont State Recreational Forest for providing the means to transport the fish along the river trails 
and for additional personal when needed.  Without the forest service ATV it would be a near impossi-
ble task to carry the buckets of fish to the remote stocking points without their vehicles. 

 Little River  (continued) 
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Stocking Report 

 

Green River  

 

Contributed by John Johnson  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Green River Stocking volunteers for the MARCH 2015 Delayed Harvest Stocking. 

There were 16 volunteers and two state wildlife guys. The volunteers were a mix of 

PCTU members and others. 

There was over 900 lbs. of Trout stocked. Luckily the weather held out and didn't rain 

on us. 
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Jujubee Midge 

Contributed by Lou Barlow 

  

 

 

March Fly of the Month 

Jujubee Midge 

Nick Roberts from Davidson River Outfitters will be our guest speaker this month presenting information 

about fishing with midges.  What a great time to choose a midge as the fly of the month and I don’t know 

any better midge to highlight than Charlie Cravens Jujubee Midge.  Most of us realize and know very 

well that midges catch fish but we reluctantly open our midge box to tie on one of those tiny rascals.  I 

believe we just do not have confidence that trout will eat such a small morsel.  This is a big mistake as 

trout routinely devour hundreds of these tiny insects ranging in size from #16 to #24 and sometimes 

even smaller.  Superhair is usually used to tie saltwater flies and is the main material used for the Ju-

jubee.  The shiny appearance of Superhair seems to be a great attractor!  

 

Jujubee Recipe 

Hook    #16-#24 Scud curved hook 

Thread   White 8/0 and Black 8/0 

Abdomen Superhair, two strands of olive and one strand of black (Color can vary de-

pending on imitation) 

Wingcase   White Fluoro Fiber 

Thorax   Black Tying Thread 
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Step 1-2 

Start the white thread behind the eye.  I like to wrap a base of thread to near the bend of the hook and 

back to the eye before I tie in the Superhair.  Tie in the Superhair to the bend of the hook.  Return the 

thread to the starting point. 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 3 

Wrap all three strands of Superhair forward to the white thread. This will create a ribbed abdomen. 

 

Jujubee Midge (continued) 
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Step 4 

Clip the extra Superhair, and whip finish at the starting point. 

 

 

Step 5 

Start the black thread over the front end of the white thread. Tie in a small clump of Fluoro Fiber at the front 

edge of the abdomen.  Build a smooth thread ball for the thorax with black thread. 

 

 

Jujubee Midge (continued) 
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Step 7 

Pull the Fluoro Fiber forward over the thread black thorax and tie it down behind the hook eye. 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 8 

Divide the Fluoro Fiber butts into two even clumps.  Pull one half back on the near side of the hook and tie 

it in place behind the eye.  Pull the other half back along the far side and tie it in place. 

 

 

 

 

 

Jujubee Midge (continued) 
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Step 9 

Build a smooth thread head over the butt ends.  Whip finish!  Clip the Fluoro Fiber butts so they are just a 

bit longer than the wingcase. 

 

 

Please note that lots of variations of this 

fly can be effective in the correct fishing  

situations.  Colors can vary as long as the 

combinations give the appearance of a 

segmented body.  Beads may be added 

to sink the fly in faster or deeper water.  If 

you give them a try,  Jujubee Midges will 

make you a believer!   

For additional information see: 

        charliesflyboxinc.com  

 

 

 

Jujubee Midge (continued) 
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Indicator Solution 

Contributed by Chris Ellis 

 

1) Fold the 

leader or 

tippet into 

a loop and 

pass 

through a 

twisted  

selection 

of yarn. 

 

 

 

2) Place 

your  Index 

finger in 

the loop 

and make 

two twists. 
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Indicator Solution (continued) 

3)  pull the 

end of the 

yarn back 

through 

the twisted 

loop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4)  Pull tight 

and trim to 

size. 
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Indicator Solution (continued) 

5) Stretch 

the leader to 

firm indicator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6) Easy to 

reverse by 

pushing back 

on the  

leader. 

 

Pre-teat the Yarn with floatant 

and let dry prior to making the 

indicator. 
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Reference Phone Numbers 

NC Wildlife Violations     800-662-7137  

Fish Biologist - Lorie Stroup   828-877-3265 ext 219 

Water discharges on the Green River              800-829-5253 

http://www.boatingbeta.com/runs/flows/green 

Water discharges on the Nantahala River & Tuckaseegee River  

 866-332-5253                                                                              

Mentor’s List 

Chapter Members listed below are 

available to accompany one or two 

members who would like to learn 

more about fly fishing in our 

streams. If you are just beginning to 

fly fish, here’s an opportunity to get 

help from some knowledgeable an-

glers.         

Bob Daubert                     693-6262 

Steve Fromholtz               674-2450  * 

Dave Maxwell                   894-0308 

Steve Herring                   749-9352 

Dale Klug                          243-6783 

Legend:   * weekends only   

Snags & Snarls is published twelve times a year by the Pisgah Chapter of Trout 
Unlimited, a non - profit organization for its members and supporters. 
Address comments to: 

Snags & Snarls 

PO Box 841 

Hendersonville NC 28793-0841  

 

E-Mail bill.miller@hdrinc.com 

 

The Pisgah Chapter web site is 

http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org 

WELCOME ! 

New Members 

Tom Thomas Hendersonville 

Don Silsbe Tryon 

Wade Young Tryon 
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Pisgah Chapter Leaders Directory 

 2014 –2015 

    Director  

Lou Dondero 

ldondero@yahoo.com 

 
 

  President 

   Chris Ellis  

828-243-5728 

Chris.ellis.pctu@gmail.com 

  

      Vice President  

Jack Hastings  

jdhastings@msn.com  

  
Director  

Jim Czarnezki 

czarnezki@netscape.net 

 Secretary  

Carole Deddy 

carolededdy@gmail.com 

   

 Treasurer 

Skip Sheldon  

828-891-3264 

shelhalla@bellsouth.net 

  
Director 

 
Lou Barlowe 

 
riverrooster@bellsouth.net  

 Past President 

Mark Byington 

markb@byingtonla.net 

  
Director  

Dick Schaad 

rschaad@ymail.com 

 Director  

Dave Bender 

trout1944@gmail.com 

 Director  

Tom Kellner 

kellcn@att.net  

 

 Director-Communications 

Linda Byington 

Linda@byingtonla.net 

 Director 

Don Huneycutt  

Huneycutt@morrisbb.net  

 Director 

Ed Shearin  

ed.shearin@gmail.com 

 Temporary Editor 

Chris Ellis 

Mark Byington 
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